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Career Highlights
Ng started his  early  career  as a Computer  Engineer for  Titan Group,  the first  integrated petrochemical  

complex in Malaysia, and System Engineer (Network and Operating System) for Mesiniaga Sdn. Bhd., the 

then sole distributor of IBM PCs in Malaysia.

Realized the tremendous business and social influence of the Internet, Ng founded FutureVision Computer  

Enterprise in late 1997 and personally involved in the web application development.

Ng join CNL Asia Tech Sdn. Bhd. In 1999 as the COO. He supervise the creation of many first of its category 

web-based products in Malaysia: SPORTSi (sports e-commerce), e-Tic (internet ticketing system), GIMS 

(web-based sports information system) and VBS (internet venue booking engine). Ng contributed to CNL’s 

four times employee growth and financial break-even within first year.

In July 2000, Ng joint Macroworld Sdn. Bhd., one of the share-holding companies of CNL as CTO and VP. 

His  is  responsible  for  the  strategic  transformation  of  this  MSC-status,  pioneer  multimedia  company  in 

Malaysia  to  an  Internet  powerhouse.  He  is  responsible  for  overseeing  the  technology  direction  of  

Macroworld’s ventures: KSMShop (e-retail), APLUZ (e-learning) and MNS (total township-wide IT solutions).

October 2001, Ng resigned from all other positions and assumes an active role in FutureVision focusing on 

web applications development.

January 2007, Ng founded LEX10 Sdn. Bhd. as the one-stop ICT solutions provider for legal industry in 

Malaysia.  Under the leadership of Ng,  LEX10 was awarded MSC Status in 2009, named “The deserving 

MSC Malaysia Pre-Seed Fund Recipients companies”. LEX10 also successfully obtained the MDeC ICON 

grant in 2010.

In March 2009, after in-depth analysis, Ng founded innotech360 Sdn. Bhd., to research and provide solutions 

in  emerging technologies.  Envisage the next  growth areas to be metaverse-related and innovative user 

interface design, innotech360 forms strategic research collaboration with IHLs in these areas.
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